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Abstract—Future affective computing research could be enhanced by enabling the computer to recognise a displayer’s mental state

from an observer’s reaction (measured by physiological signals), using this information to improve recognition algorithms, and

eventually to computer systems which are more responsive to human emotions. In this paper, an observer’s physiological signals are

analysed to distinguish displayers’ genuine from fake smiles. Overall, thirty smile videos were collected from four benchmark database

and classified as showing genuine or fake smiles. Overall, forty observers viewed videos. We generally recorded four physiological

signals: pupillary response (PR), electrocardiogram (ECG), galvanic skin response (GSR), and blood volume pulse (BVP). A number of

temporal features were extracted after a few processing steps, and minimally correlated features between genuine and fake smiles

were selected using the NCCA (canonical correlation analysis with neural network) system. Finally, classification accuracy was found

to be as high as 98.8 percent from PR features using a leave-one-observer-out process. In comparison, the best current image

processing technique [1] on the same video data was 95 percent correct. Observers were 59 percent (on average) to 90 percent (by

voting) correct by their conscious choices. Our results demonstrate that humans can non-consciously (or emotionally) recognise the

quality of smiles 4 percent better than current image processing techniques and 9 percent better than the conscious choices of groups.

Index Terms—Affective computing, genuine smile, fake smile, physiological signals, temporal features
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE human face conveys not only our identity, but also
important information related to our emotional states

or moods. Facial expression research began in 1872 by
analysing observers’ responses to different emotions [2].
Observers categorised six emotions in [3]. Tomkins and
McCarter [4] achieved very high agreement from observer’s
judgements on facial expressions. Observers reliably distin-
guished between individuals’ amusement and embarrass-
ment in [5]. Evidence indicates that observers experience
fairly specific responses to facial expressions [6]. For exam-
ple, facial expressions of distress [7], anger [8], and emb-
arrassment [9] evoke sympathy, fear, and amusement
respectively. However, some emotional expressions can be
complex. The facial expression generally considered as ‘the
smile’ is not a singular category of facial behaviour [10].
This is because smiles convey not only happiness [11], but
can also signify frustration, anger, depression, embarrass-
ment, empathy, surprise, distress, polite disagreement,
pain, and even more. It is the easiest facial expression to
fake voluntarily [12].

Smiles also have social signal value [10], which may
be relevant in many situations like public security, social

interaction, human-computer interaction, and so on. As an
example, a custom officer may detect that the person at
passport control appears suspicious, or not. It is important
to accurately differentiate between genuine and kinds of
non-genuine smiles to understand the affective state differ-
ences behind the smiles.

Valstar et al. [13] used video data from expression dis-
players’ face, head and body actions to classify smiles.
Ambadar et al. [14] investigated the characteristics of smiles
along with their perceived meanings, and found that per-
ceived meanings were related to specific characteristics.
Dibeklio�glu et al. [1] extracted a number of features from
displayers’ faces and implemented an automatic assessment
technique. Cohn et al. [15] examined image data to measure
the timing of face motion during smiles. Gan et al. [16]
applied a two-layer deep Boltzmann machine to displayers’
image data. On the other hand, self-reports of observers’
judgements were considered in [10], [17], and [18] in the
context of distinguishing real and posed smiles. In this
paper, we will compare observers’ physiological measures
with their own judgements to distinguish posed, acted or
social smiles, which we refer to as ‘fake’ or ‘non-genuine’
smiles, from spontaneous smiles, which we refer to as ‘real’
or ‘genuine smiles’.

In general, recognition from video is easier for users than
recognition from static images [20]. Observers may experi-
ence certain feelings [21], [22] from watching video clips or
listening to music that are reflected in their physiological
signals. Observers’ physiological changes are also associ-
ated with their emotional states [21] and are less susceptible
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to social masking [23] than their determinations. The physi-
ological reactions of the body and brain change in response
to different stimuli, and these reactions are possibly or
partly recognized by people as they form their judgements
[24], in our case about the realness or not of smiles. On the
other hand, affective self-reports might be held in doubt
because errors in judgements are not negligible; the observ-
ers might misrepresent or cannot always remember the dif-
ferent smiles seen during an experiment or want to please
the experimenter [25]. People commonly misrepresent expe-
rienced emotions, whether intentionally or not, which
seems to be a common occurrence in social interactions [17].
The approach of using observers’ physiological signals to
decode affective responses [22] to smiles is an alternative
way of accessing the displayers’ internal state.

In this paper, four physiological observers’ signals were
analysed to distinguish genuine from fake smiles: pupillary
response (PR), Electrocardiogram (ECG), galvanic skin
response (GSR), and blood volume pulse (BVP). The pupil-
lary response is the measure of pupil diameter over time.
Among other things, pupil diameter is influenced by light,
cognition, attention, and emotion [26], [27]. The pupillary
reflex has been found to vary significantly during the identi-
fication of smiles or emotions after removing luminance
effects [25]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) can be
used as an alternative, to reliably separate the effect of
changes in luminance from other effects [28]. ECG is also a
prominent physiological signal used to distinguish different
kinds of emotional states [29], [30]. As an example, unpleas-
ant stimuli result in higher cardiac deceleration [31]. Gal-
vanic skin response (GSR, also called skin conductance or
electrodermal response) is another important physiological
signal that has been found to be sensitive to emotional
changes [21], [32]. Recent research has indicated that reac-
tions to happiness and sadness can be distinguished from
GSR [30]. Measurements of BVP are also commonly used
in emotional state classification [33]. To the best of our
knowledge, no work prior to ours has been done to distin-
guish genuine from fake smiles from observers’ physiologi-
cal signals. This paper uses feature-based classification of
observers’ physiological signals while watching video stim-
uli of smiles to distinguish their reactions to genuine from
fake smiles.

We collected video clips from four benchmark databases
to use as stimuli for the observers during the main study.
We use the expression “displayer” to indicate the person in

the video performing a genuine or fake smile, whereas the
“observer” is the person watching a video. First, twenty
smile video clips were selected at random from four bench-
mark datasets [34], [35], [36], and [37] and processed using
MATLAB R2015a to convert all of these to grey scale, with
each clip lasting 5s. The use of grayscale and 5s was to
eliminate differences between data sources. Second, physi-
ological signals were recorded from twenty-six observers,
while watching the smile video stimuli, along with their
judgments of whether each smile was genuine or fake.
Third, omitting data from two observers due to technical
(data recording) problems, the data from twenty-four
observers were analysed. The analysis consisted of several
stages: pre-processing (normalisation, smoothing, de-nois-
ing), feature extraction, feature selection, and classification.
A basic blook diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1.
Five classifiers (neural network (NN), support vector
machine (SVM), relevance vector machine (RVM), k-nearest
neighbours (KNN), and Ensemble) were chosen, to classify
between genuine and fake smiles by analysing the tem-
poral features of each physiological signal. Finally, the
significance levels of signals were verified using the Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov test (K-S test) and the permutation test.
In this case, canonical correlation analysis with neural net-
work (NCCA) was the feature selection system used to find
minimally correlated features between genuine and fake
smiles. The results showed that classification accuracies
were much higher than chance and significantly higher
than observers’ self-reports. In an additional study, we
used both genuine and fake smiles’ stimuli from a single
source [34], and collected PR and BVP signals from 16 new
observers. The collected signals were analysed in similar
fashion as described for the main study, obtaining consis-
tent results.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Smiles Stimuli

The smiles stimuli were selected at random from four
databases for the main study: UvA-NEMO (University of
Amsterdam-NEMO) [34], (used videos: 002_sponteneous_
smile_1, 003_sponteneous_smile_1, 018_sponteneous_
smile_1, 020_sponteneous_smile_2, 069_sponteneous_
smile_2), MAHNOB (Multimodal Analysis of Human Non-
verbal Behaviour in Real-World Settings) [35], (videos:
P2-Rec1-2009, P4-Rec1-2009, P8-Rec1-2009, P14-Rec1-2009,

Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of the experiment.
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P24-Rec1-2009), MMI (M&M Initiative) [36], (videos:
S 0 30_ 00 7_Hap , S 03 2_0 08 _Hap , S 033 _0 06_Hap ,
S034_004_Hap, S047_007_Hap), and CKþ (The Extended
Cohn-KanadeDataset) [37], (used videos: S022_003, S054_001,
S077_002, S104_001, S118_002). To maintain symmetries
between genuine and fake smiles, we collected five smile vid-
eos from each database. Genuine smiles were collected from
NEMO and MAHNOB databases where participants’
smiles were elicited by showing a sequence of funny or
otherwise pleasant video clips. Fake smiles videos were
collected from MMI and CKþ databases where partici-
pants were asked to perform and instructed by an expert
to display a smile.

The collected smile samples were not in the same format,
colour, or duration, so we made them as similar as possible.
This was done because the samples of CKþ were available
as a sequence of frames, whereas the others were videos but
of different lengths. The MATLAB R2015a platform was
employed to convert them to mp4 format, grey scale, and
duration of 5 seconds each. A sample frame of each smile
video, for the main study, is shown in Fig. 2. First, frames
from each video were extracted (if required). Second, every
frame of each sample was resized, maintaining aspect
ratios, and then cropped to uniform size. Third, the face
portions were masked out so that observers could only
watch the smiling faces and not any backgrounds, and other
portions were made black in a frame with aspect ratio 4:3
(Height ¼ 336 pixel, Width ¼ 448 pixel) and resolution of 72
dpi. Finally, the processed frames of each sample were con-
verted back into video samples while normalising them for
luminance (128 ALU (Arbitrary Linear Unit)) and contrast
(32 ALU) [38]. The videos were used as stimuli to record
physiological signals and self-report from each observer.
Due to smile time duration being generally in the range 0.5s
to 4s [10], we chose the stimulus length of videos to be 5s
long, adjusted if required by controlling the frame rates of
the videos.

We chose 4 databases to avoid database specific results,
and because only two of the databases contain both fake
and genuine smiles. We then masked and otherwise con-
trolled for illumination and other properties. The results
can be seen in Fig. 2, visually it is clear that they are all very
similar in appearance.

2.2 Observers

Twenty-six (11 female, 15 male) healthy, right-handed par-
ticipants were observers in the main study, with the mean
age of 30:7� 6:0ðmean� SDÞ years. All the observers pro-
vided written consent, and confirmed that their participa-
tion was voluntary. An approval from the Australian
National University’s Human Research Ethics Committee
was granted for the study.

2.3 Experimental Instructions

In order to distinguish genuine from fake smiles, a struc-
tured experiment was implemented to record and evaluate
the observers’ judgements and physiological signals. In
this paper, we analyse four physiological signals of each
observer during smile stimuli observation in the main
study. Two of them (ECG and GSR) were recorded using
Neulog sensors (https://neulog.com/) at a sampling rate of
10 Hz, according to the device specifications. ECG signals
were recorded with sensors on the wrists of both hands,
and left elbow. GSR signals were recorded from the index
and middle finger of the left hand. BVP was recorded using
an Empatica E4 (https://www.empatica.com/) on the wrist
of the left arm at a sampling rate of 64 Hz. The sensors were
attached in the specified location according to the man-
ufacturer’s suggestions. Eye activities were recorded using
The Eye Tribe (https://theeyetribe.com/) remote eye-
tracker system with a sampling rate of 60 Hz.

Upon arrival at the laboratory, each observer was
instructed to sign the consent form and seated on a static
chair, facing a 15.6 inch ASUS laptop in a sound-attenuated,
dimly lit, closed room. Sensors were attached to measure
their ECG, GSR, and BVP signals. Their chairs were moved
forward or backwards to adjust the distance between the
chair and eye tracker. A spot was displayed on the monitor,
and observers asked to track it at first, for calibrating the
eye tracker. Observers were instructed to limit their body
movements in order to reduce undesired artefacts in the sig-
nals. Observers were given a brief introduction to the exper-
imental procedure before starting the experiment, and after
attaching the sensors and calibrating the eye tribe (Table 1).
During the experiment, all observers used their right hand
for moving the mouse or typing. The stimuli were presented
to the observers in a randomised fashion. At the end of each
stimulus, the observer was asked to answer the four ques-
tions as listed in Table 1 (Q1 - Q4), to indicate whether they
judged the smile to be a real or fake smile (a single smile
was viewed at a time). The total duration of the experiment
was around 10 minutes. After completing the experiment,
the sensors were removed, and the observers were thanked
for their participation.

The data recorded from two female observers were not
analysed due to technical problems, leading to poor signal
quality, and un-finished data collection. Hence, the analysis
results are based on the responses recorded from 24 observ-
ers during the main study. In all cases, the answer to ques-
tion 3 was ‘No’ and we computed each observer’s verbal
response rate from the answer of question 1.

2.4 Signal Processing

Four data sets were made from observers’ recorded physio-
logical signals, namely pupillary response (PR), BVP, GSR,

Fig. 2. Sample frames collected from databases in the literature and processed.
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and ECG. To create these data sets, observers’ physiological
signals related to smile videos were separated for each
observer excluding physiological responses incidentally
recorded while the observers were answering the questions
in Table 1. Due to human nature, the pre-processed physio-
logical signals vary differently for different observers, such
as pupillary response varied from around 15 mm to 22 mm
for O1 (Observer 1) whereas it is around 14 mm to 26 mm
for O2. To reduce between observer differences, the pre-
processed signals are normalized to [0, 1] by dividing by the
particular observer’s maximum value for that observer’s
particular physiological signal [49]. So the values for each

video reflect the degree of reaction, and the minimum and
maximum are likely to come from different videos viewed
by the same observer. Before normalising, data were moved
to the positive axis by adding a constant value to make all
values positive.

Generally, physiological signals are affected by small
signal fluctuations due to the nature of human bodies,
physical movements and so on. To remove undesired
noise from normalised physiological signals, a number of
processing steps were applied. Baseline drift was
removed from normalized ECG signals and 0.5 Hz high
pass filter (5 point moving window average) was applied
for smoothing and filtering purposes [39]. A 20 point
median filter was applied in the case of GSR and BVP sig-
nals [33], [40]. In the case of eye pupil data, samples
where the pupil was obscured due to blinking were mea-
sured as zero by the eye tracking system, and cubic spline
interpolation was applied to reconstruct the pupil size
[41]. Then, a 10-point Hann moving window average was
used to smooth the pupil signal [42]. According to Pam-
plona et al. [43], the pupillary response varies due to
effects caused by lighting, and the pupillary light reflex
magnitude changes between different people. Principal
component analysis (PCA) had been shown to be effective
in separating the effect of changes in luminance from
stimulus relevance [28]. This was applied here by sub-
tracting the first principal component from the normal-
ized and smoothed pupil data [25]. This procedure was
applied on both eyes’ data separately, and then averaged
to find a single pupillary response signal for a specific
observer. An example of processed physiological signals
while watching all smile stimuli is shown in Fig. 3. It is
clear particularly in the GSR signals that the observer’s
physiological signals had generally not returned to some
baseline value between videos. This adds some noise to
our data, but is more like a real scenario is which people
do not get a ‘time-out’ between emotions shown on other
people’s faces.

TABLE 1
Experimental Introduction and Instructions.

Sometimes people show facial expressions of emotions they really feel,
and smotimes they display expressions that are faked or posed. A real
smile shows genuine or spontaneous emotion, like somebody smiles
when they get a present or see something funny. A fake smile includes
posed or acted expression, like when somebody smiles because they are
asked to.

Your task is to decide whether the faces are showing really felt happy
smiles or faked/posed smiles. There are 20 videos, each lasting 5 sec-
onds. We want to know how real or fake you think the smiles are.

You will rate each face smile using the following questions:

Q1. How did this smile look to you?
a) Real (Spontaneous/Genuine)
b) Fake (Posed/Acted)

Q2. How do you rate your confidence level?
a) 60% or Less, b) 70%, c) 80%, d) 90%, or e) 100%

Q3. Do you recognise the person in the video?
a) Yes b) No

Q4. If yes (recognised), did this affect your decision?
a) Yes b)

No Each video will finish playing before response options are shown.
You will not be able to go back to replay any video clip or go back to
change your responses. So, please watch the video clips carefully and
then give your response. If you are ready, please click the mouse to
proceed.

Fig. 3. Processed physiological signals of a single observer during all smile stimuli observations: F/R ¼ Fake/Real.
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2.5 Feature Extraction

Six temporal features, including amplitude (mean, maxi-
mum, minimum), standard deviation, and means of the
absolute values of the first and second derivatives of the
processed signals, were extracted from each stimulus
related physiological signal. These features are very easy to
compute and also cover the typical range, gradient and vari-
ation of the signals [44]. We computed these features from
the first 4.5 seconds of a stimulus relevant physiological sig-
nal, instead of over 5 seconds. This is because a ubiquitous
high peak is found for most of the PR signals as shown in
Fig. 4; a similar pattern is found in [50]. This seemed to
reflect the observers’ arousal being high at the end of a smile
when they were presumably distinguishing real from fake
smiles. Overall, there were 6 extracted features for each
stimulus and 60 extracted features for all fake smile stimuli,
and 60 extracted features for all real smile stimuli, for a par-
ticular observer.

2.6 Feature Selection

Feature selection is an important method that reduces large
numbers of features by discarding unreliable, redundant,
and noisy features, while still achieving comparable, even
better performance [44]. In this case we explored a correla-
tion method, named Canonical Correlation Analysis with
Neural Network (NCCA), to find an optimal feature set
[45]. As features for fake versus real smiles were extracted
from the physiological signals of the same observers, there
is likely to be an underlying correlation between features
for real smiles and features for fake smiles observed. But we
believe that there would also be a number of uncorrelated
or less correlated features, because observers’ physiological
behaviour may be different when they were watching real
smile stimuli from when they were watching fake smile
stimuli. For example, the pupil data follows a common
trend for each stimulus. Fig. 4 illustrates that pupils con-
stricted from stimulus onset until reaching a minimum
value, then a sharp dilation started and continued until
reaching a maximum value. After that point, there were dif-
ferent trends seen according to whether real or fake smile
stimuli were being watched. For this purpose, we employed
the NCCA system to find minimally correlated feature sets

between real and fake smiles. The following joint learning
rules (eqs. (1) to (3)) were considered, where i; j; w; s; f; �
and h; h0 represent observer index, feature index, weight,
input features, output features, Lagrange multipliers, and
constant learning rates respectively. Initially � ¼ 0:15; h ¼
0:01; and h0 ¼ 0:5 were chosen and, then weights and
Lagrange multipliers were updated according to eqs. (2)
and (3). Eq. (1) is a weighted sum over all features of an
observer [45]. The NCCA system and PCA were applied
only on features of training observers to avoid biasing the
test set; this is necessary for leave-one-observer-out cross-
validation.

fi ¼ wisi ¼
X

j

wijsij (1)

Dwij ¼ hsijðfiþ1 � �ifiÞ (2)

D�i ¼ h0ð1� f2i Þ: (3)

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We employed the leave-one-observer-out process using two
class classifiers to compute classification performance on
distinguishing real from fake smiles. We used k-nearest
neighbour (KNN), relevance vector machine (RVM), sup-
port vector machine (SVM), neural network (NN), and an
ensemble over the decisions of these four classifiers.
The performance parameters were: 5 nearest neighbours,
Gaussian kernel, linear kernel, scaled conjugate gradient
training function with 10 hidden nodes, and mean square
performance function for KNN, RVM, SVM, NN, and
ensemble classifiers respectively. The classification was
performed with an Intel(R) Core i5-5200U with 2.20 GHz,
8.00 GB of RAM, Windows 8.1 Operating System 64 bit com-
puter using MATLAB R2015a. The features of one observer
were taken as a test set and the rest of the observers’
features were used for pre-processing of the training and
test set, and then to train the classifier. To remove any effect
of bias on the test set, features were selected from correla-
tion analysis on the training set only. This procedure was
repeated for each observer, and average accuracies over
all observers were reported. The statistical significance
of observer data (between real smile stimuli data and
fake smile stimuli data) was tested using two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test [46]. In a post-hoc analysis,
a two-tailed permutation test was performed to find the
time points where physiological signals significantly differ
over all observers, according to computed p values [47].

According to the K-S test, individual observers’ real
smile stimuli data significantly differ from fake smile stim-
uli data considering PR (p < 0:05 for all observers), BVP
(p < 0:1 for O1 & p < 0:05 for others), GSR (not significant
for O5;O7;O12;O15 & p < 0:05 for others), and ECG (not
significant for 10 observers & p < 0:05 for others) where ‘O’
denotes an observer. The permutation test finds significant
results ðp �0:05Þ for a minimum of 14 observers and various
significant time points according to the specific physiologi-
cal signal considered. In the case of PR, mostly lower p val-
ues ðp �0:05Þ were found between 0.02s to 0.79s, and 7
more segments finishing with 4.34s to 4.40s. On the other
hand, mostly lower p values ðp �0:05Þ were found in 2.03 s-

Fig. 4. Average pupillary response timelines over smile stimuli for an
observer.
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2.08 s, and 2.74 s-2.78 s, and 3.42 s-4.12 s for BVP, and GSR,
and ECG respectively.

Due to higher numbers of significant results from PR
than the other physiological signals, it was used to find the
best features sets, as well as the minimum number of
observers to reach best accuracies. Fig. 5 shows the classifi-
cation accuracies of PR with the variation of number of
selected features over all observers, reported from the RVM
classifier. In total, 1440 PR features ð10 stimuli x 6 features x
24 observersÞ were extracted from all of the fake or real
smile stimuli data. Thus, there were overall 60 extracted fea-
tures for each kind of stimuli for a particular observer. We
employed the NCCA system on the extracted feature set to
find minimally correlated feature sets according to the RVM
classification accuracy. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that higher
accuracies (over 95 percent) are found for 20 and 30 selected
features.

According to the NCCA system, minimally correlated
features were gradients of the signals, followed by variation
and range-like characteristics. Mainly, most minimally cor-
related features were selected from the means of the abso-
lute values of the first differences (1D) followed by standard
deviations (Std.) and/or means of the absolute values of the
second differences (2D), and then amplitudes (minimum
(Min) and/or mean followed by maximum (Max)). The cor-
relation scores of each PR feature are shown in Fig. 6. It can
be seen in Fig. 6 that half of the features scored under 0.5:
those are mainly gradient and variation like characteristics
of observers’ physiological signals. Each video has the same
number of features selected in Fig. 5; the ordering of fea-
tures comes from the NCCA selection.

Thus the individual features’ meaning is a reflection of
similarity to the group of real/fake videos to the training
set. In practice this is very similar to retaining a specific col-
umn of input values, but NCCA reorders columns so the
most important feature is in column one and so on.

We employed the NCCA system to select minimally cor-
related features in distinguishing between genuine and fake
smiles from observers’ four physiological signals using four
classifiers separately. Finally, an ensemble decision was
made from the voting (using the mean value over all classi-
fiers) of individual classifiers. In order to avoid any biasing
effect on the test set during classification, the NCCA system
was applied only on the training set. This process was
repeated for each observer and thus, a leave-one-observer-
out process was completed to compute the classification

accuracies. In this process, classifiers’ training sets were
formed from 23 training observers’ selected features for a
specific physiological signal. The test set features were cho-
sen according to the training observers’ features; such as in
the case of 30 selected features, the NCCA system selects
1D, Std., and 2D (Fig. 6) for the training set and the test set
was formed from these features and also for that test
observer. In this way, one observer’s features were pre-
sented as a test observer while others were used to training
the classifiers, and the classifiers decide how accurate the
test observer is, to detect real and posed smiles. Then we
move to another observer, and the classifier makes a deci-
sion. It is important to note that we presented each observer
separately (not each video separately, i.e., 10 real videos
together and 10 fake videos together (Fig. 7)) and the classi-
fier computed the correctness of that observer. It is also
important to note that the selected features do not depend
on individual videos, but on the computed temporal fea-
tures as shown in Fig. 6 (such as in case of 30 selected fea-
tures, the NCCA system selects three specific features from
each video and these are 1D, Std., and 2D). In this way the
physiological signals recorded for 24 such observers were
presented to the classifier and 24 such decisions were made,
and the final accuracy is averaged over all 24 observers. The
average classification accuracies over observers are shown
in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that higher accuracies
with lower standard deviations are found from the ensem-
ble classifier compared to the individual classifiers. It can
also be seen that the best result is from the ensemble results

Fig. 5. Variation of accuracies with the number of selected features over
all observers.

Fig. 6. Features’ correlation scores.

Fig. 7 The leave-one-observer-out classification process; O denotes
observers, R denotes real smile video, and F denotes fake smile videos.
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for observers’ PR with 98.8 percent ð�0:8Þ accuracy. Clearly,
the pupil is a good predictor to distinguish displayers’ real
from fake smiles, and means that “the eye tells the truth”, or
in this case shows true recognition.

We also checked the effect of varying the number of
observers used in training on classification accuracies at dis-
tinguishing real from fake smiles. As the number of training
observers increases, classification accuracy increases for
lower number of observers as shown in Fig. 8. After a cer-
tain point, the accuracy does not increase much; here ‘9’ is
that point. This outcome is reported from PR features and
the RVM classifier with the leave-one-observer-out process.
For each test observer, ‘n’, other randomly chosen observers
were used to train the classifier and this process was
repeated 5 times, with the average outcome shown in Fig. 8.

In order to be able to compare classifier performance
with human judgements, we asked each observer for their
verbal responses, where the observer gives an opinion
on genuine / fake for each specific video stimulus. The per-
centage of stimuli correctly selected by each observer was
computed, and the average correct verbal response over all
observers was found to be 59.0 percent in the main study.
This verbal accuracy improved to 70.0 percent by voting
(50 percent or more of the observers select a smile classifica-
tion correctly; i.e., more than 12 observers selected 14 cor-
rectly ð14=20 � 100 ¼ 70:0%Þ. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that

observers’ physiological based temporal features are more
accurate (more similar to other observers’ physiological
signals) than their own verbal responses (self-reports).

In the literature, Frank et al. [10] and Hoque et al. [48]
found that observers were 56.0 and 69.0 percent correct
respectively at discriminating genuine from fake smiles in
their experiments. In affective computing so far, the majority
of research in this area is done by analysing displayers’
smiles directly. As an example, classification accuracies were
reported as 91.7 [16], 92.9 [1], 93.0 [15], and 94.0 percent [13],
according to their own computational techniques, applied
to displayers’ image/video based smiles. We also requested
Dr. Hamdi Dibeklio�glu to use their technique [1] on our
selected videos, without providing our labels to him. When
we analysed his classifications, we found that his technique
provided 95 percent correctness when applied to our smile
videos. The comparative results are shown in Table 3.

It makes intuitive sense from these comparisons and
Table 3 that the computational approaches try to use all
the information available in the image/video, which is the
same information available to the human observer. A
slightly better performance by the human physiological sig-
nals could be due to greater amount of training available to
the human observer from their life prior to the experiment.

TABLE 2
Average (Avg.) Accuracies and Standard Deviations (�Std.) Over All Observers.

Signals No. of Features
KNN SVM RVM NN Ensemble

Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std.

ECG
20 79.9 13.6 86.1 09.8 78.2 02.3 69.9 15.0 88.5 05.5
30 79.7 12.1 91.1 08.4 76.3 01.7 91.0 13.8 91.7 03.9
40 78.8 11.0 91.0 08.1 75.5 00.9 85.1 13.2 90.8 04.1

BVP
20 76.6 14.8 85.0 11.2 84.6 10.0 81.7 12.5 90.2 05.9
30 83.2 13.2 93.6 05.6 86.8 07.0 91.9 06.1 94.5 03.5
40 82.7 12.3 92.7 02.5 81.6 04.0 90.0 11.7 93.3 03.7

GSR
20 90.7 06.7 97.1 05.0 75.8 01.3 92.4 10.1 95.7 02.3
30 95.0 05.1 97.5 00.9 75.0 0.01 94.6 10.4 97.0 01.5
40 94.5 06.5 97.3 01.1 75.0 0.01 93.5 10.9 96.8 01.7

PR
20 92.7 03.3 97.0 01.1 97.6 01.8 97.2 01.3 97.7 01.0
30 97.7 02.1 98.0 01.0 95.8 02.3 98.3 01.3 98.8 00.8
40 96.1 03.5 97.9 01.1 76.4 00.3 97.5 01.9 97.2 00.9

Fig. 8. Variation of accuracy with increasing number of training
observers.

Fig. 9. Comparison between physiological based temporal features and
self-reports of each observer at distinguishing real from fake smiles,
here ‘O’ denotes each observer.
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Thus, observing the time course of the human physiological
signals, and correlating them to the features of the video
that participant was looking at using the eye gaze location
data we have collected but not used in this study, could be
used to improve computer vision approaches [1], [13], [15],
[16] to equal human performance.

In an additional study, to demonstrate that using multiple
databases did not introduce some spurious bias, we recorded
and analysed BVP and PR signals from 16 new observers
ðage ¼ 21:4� 2:8Þ by showing 5 more fake and 5 more real
smile videos (Fig. 10), collected from theUvA-NEMOdatabase
[34], (we used videos: 531_deliberate_smile_2, 542_delibera-
te_smile_2, 559_deliberate_smile_2, 562_deliberate_smile_1,
564_deliberate_smile_2, 002_sponteneous_smile_1, 003_
sponteneous_smile_1, 018_sponteneous_smile_1, 020_
sponteneous_smile_2, 069_sponteneous_smile_2). We did not
use any pre-processing steps on smile videos in this case as the
videos in a single dataset are the same, but following similar
procedures to collect verbal responses and select important
features fromBVP and PR as describe in Section 2. In this case,
observers were found to be 64.4 percent (on average) to
90 percent (by voting) correct by their verbal responses. It is
worthmentioning that this experimental paradigm is different
from the previous one (observers gained course credit for this
study where observers participated voluntarily for previous
one), but their average verbal responses of 64.4 percent are
quite similar as also reported in [10] and [48]. Using similar
procedures of the NCCA system, we select 10, 15, and 20 fea-
tures from each observer’s real/fake smiles’ BVP/PR signals
as therewere in total 30 extracted features for all real or all fake
smile stimuli, for a particular observer. The average classifica-
tion accuracies using a leave-one-observer-out process (as
before) over these new 16 observers were computed and
depicted in Table 4. It can be seen from Table 4 that the best

result (higher accuracy with lower standard deviation) is
found from the ensemble results for observers’ PR with
98.5 percent ð�01:1Þ accuracy, essentially the same result as
found in our main study, thus indicating that our results are
not due to some spurious specific property of the videos or an
artefact from our pre-processing but due to the nature of the
stimuli. This is also corroborated by some initial work on
anger, showing again a similar pattern of results [51]. The
results of the experiment show that we can classify real and
fake smiles via observers’ innate andnon-conscious physiolog-
ical responses that are controlled by the automatic nervous
system. There is also evidence that observers’ physiological
responses can formor evaluate another’smental state [52], per-
haps via an internal mimicrywhich allows us to judge others’
facial expression. An important benefit of physiological
measurement is that it is not easy to control voluntarily, and
provides spontaneous and non-conscious outcomes.

4 CONCLUSION

In this work, observers’ physiological signals were used to
distinguish smile displayers’ genuine smiles from fake
smiles. A number of temporal features were extracted from
processed physiological signals. Minimally correlated fea-
tures, between real and fake smiles, were selected using the
NCCA (canonical correlation analysis with neural network)
system, from training sets only. All training excluded the
physiological signals from the test observer’s signals (leave-
one-observer-out). Finally, it was seen that observers’ PR
(pupillary response) features were very good at distinguish-
ing displayer’s genuine from fake smiles with a classifica-
tion rate of 98.8 percent (in the main study) and 98.5 percent
(in the additional study) by an ensemble classifier of our
four classifiers.

However, several important challenges remain. One of the
strengths of the presented work is that we designed the
experiment to identify genuine smiles from fake smiles via
observers’ physiological signals without manipulating the
stimuli material. This suggests a general method to evaluate
emotions conveyed from stimuli material, especially those
with historical data. It could also allow doctors to better esti-
mate patients’ mental state, if their reactions differed from

Fig. 10. Sample frames from NEMO database used for additional analysis.

TABLE 3
Comparative Analysis (VR ¼ Verbal Response;

CV ¼ Computer Vision

VR CV [1] ECG BVP GSR PR

70.0 95.0 91.7 94.5 97.0 98.8

TABLE 4
Average (Avg) Accuracies and Standard Deviations (�Std) Over New 16 Observers on New Sets of Smiles

Signals No. of Features
KNN SVM RVM NN Ensemble

Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std. Avg. Std.

BVP
10 81.6 11.6 82.6 09.5 87.0 06.3 90.2 09.5 91.6 04.2
15 86.5 11.7 92.4 08.4 92.3 04.4 93.1 03.0 94.2 03.5
20 81.6 14.7 86.3 09.0 87.8 07.7 86.7 10.5 90.1 05.1

PR
10 93.2 04.5 97.5 02.3 96.1 02.2 96.5 02.5 97.6 01.5
15 93.6 03.5 97.7 01.8 97.1 01.7 98.0 02.5 98.5 01.1
20 91.0 09.7 95.6 02.3 76.8 00.4 95.9 11.5 96.4 02.3
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the norm in some clinically relevant manner. In our studies,
observers were required to sit still in front of a computer
screen with limited body movements requested. While this
allowed us to study the feasibility of the proposed method
for genuine smiles detection with low noise introduced to the
physiological measurements, such requirements on body
movements are less likely to be possible in realistic environ-
ments. Therefore, futurework should extend tomore realistic
environments, where observers perform daily movements
such as gesturing and talking, and evenwalking.

In addition, the presented method relies on observers’
physiological signals, which may vary due to the observers’
states. For example, there is evidence that observers’ own
different facial expressions can affect their visual input
processing and that their responses to neutral and happy
faces are significantly different [53], in our example this
would mean a smiling observer may have different percep-
tions than a non-smiling observer. While it remains unclear
whether or not observers’ facial expressions will affect their
physiological signals to different types of smiles, future
work should be extended to examine how observers’ own
different facial expressions affect the accuracy of the pre-
sented work. This will also make the presented work less
vulnerable to observers’ individual differences, making it
more suitable for real life usage.

The smile stimuli also have some limitations. In the pre-
sented work, we masked the background for each smile
video, with only the faces of smilers shown. While this
allowed us to study the feasibility of the proposed method
with low noise caused by side effects of background cues or
light intensity effects, it is time consuming and requires a
certain amount of manipulation of the original stimuli mate-
rial. Therefore, future work can investigate the validity of
our methods for stimuli which are not masked and are
more general, in realistic settings. Further, the duration of
our smile videos is short, only lasting for five seconds. This
period is just the duration of the smile itself with no pre/
post context, being the equivalent of the visual masking in a
temporal context. It is also worth examining if the proposed
work can be applied or be improved to recognise genuine
smiles in longer situations. In addition, we adjusted the
backgrounds for the main study but did not adjust for the
additional study. There is also evidence that without con-
trolling the background and other parameters, it is possible
to differentiate between acted anger and real anger from
observers’ physiological signals at higher classification
accuracy [59]. In the future, we will extend our work with a
broader team, such as psychologists, empirical scientists,
ethnologists, and so on, with an aim to achieve real world
validation of our results, outside controlled laboratory envi-
ronments. When we will test our system in more realist
environments, our participants would see the gesturing and
talking of the observers, whose interpretation may also be
impacted by cultural differences.

A social good use of our system which we envisage in the
future is that our system may be applied to design sensing
technologies from care-givers’ physiological signals, to
record their emotional reactions while caring for disabled
people and older people. For example, consider the useful-
ness of the Assistive Context Aware Toolkit (ACAT), which
was designed for Stephen Hawking to enable him to control

his computer and communicatewith others [60] – our system
could help his ACAT system to interact with care givers, by
recognising their emotional reactions, essentially modelling
(and perhaps even responding to) the unconscious emo-
tional interplay between people in conversations. Our sys-
tem can also be applied to measure past emotions in
historical data, such as measuring the genuineness of the
facial expression of Adolf Hitler by using observerswatching
his videos, or answering security questions, such as “does
Kim Jong-un believewhat he is saying” or “do people believe
him”? These speculations can only be tested after our work
has been extended and verified beyond laboratory settings.

We should also consider the limitations on our work in
respect of the nature of the data we have used. The physio-
logical signals and the time-scales at which we have used
them clearly depend on fast connections to the autonomic
nervous system, and these ‘instinctive’ responses are not
guaranteed to be correct in real social situations. This means
that the next step is not to produce a wrist-borne device
which will tell us “you did feel that was a real smile” as this
may not work at all in real social situations, and may raise
ethical and legal issues. For example, is it a breach of pri-
vacy if a program automatically recognises a user’s instinc-
tive reaction?

Overall, we have produced excellent results by using
sensors on the viewer of a smile rather than the producer
of a smile. This means our results can be extended to his-
torical data as mentioned before, and to non-human data,
for example to examine the veracity of smiles of virtual
avatars [54], [55] as it is clear that the brain areas control-
ling expression recognition and creation interact without
conscious control [56] hence knowing it is an avatar may
not change physiological signals caused by the recogni-
tion / creation pathways. We intend to investigate this in
our future work, by comparing avatars constructed from
genuine smile videos and from posed smile videos. We
will also consider dynamic / recurrent versions of neural
networks such as the Elman recurrent neural network in
the future, to potentially improve the recognition in lon-
ger duration settings which may be more robust to sens-
ing artefacts related to the physiological signals and
measurement devices.

We believe that the limited social contexts of computer-
ised avatar use so far and in the near future avoid the limita-
tions of our work identified above. Thus our work could be
used to improve avatars, such as Nadia [57], intended to
help users access the National Disability Insurance Scheme
in Australia [58]. Nadia will be less suitable for purpose if
its users’ instinctive reaction is “this is not a real smile”.
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